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Node cooperation and game theory

Malicious or selfish users can cause misbehaviours in routing due to different
reasons:

. malicious users wants to damage the network intentionally;

. selfish users may refuse to forward traffic to save energy.

If cooperation is not reached the throughput achieve is zero, therefore nodes
have to be forced to cooperate, but complete cooperation leads to unfairness.
Due to these facts, cooperation must be ensured, but:

. how much node have to cooperate is an issue;

. also how determine the optimal level of cooperation is an issue.

To deal with malicious users has been introduced the Mitigating Routing
Misbehaviour: it improves network performances by isolating those users.
The main concept is extend DSR introducing the reputation: one node has
a good reputation if relays traffic. In this way reliable routes are generated.
It is possible that, due to errors, a node is not able to detect if the next hop
forward the packet received: a good mark can be assigned to well-behave
nodes.

To deal with selfish nodes the Terminodes Project introduced the con-
cept of encourage nodes to forward packets with prices (a virtual currency
called nuglet). By using the packet purse model, each node send a packet
loaded of nuglets and each time is forwarded, the relay node consume a
certain number of nuglets: in this way sources are discourage of flooding
the network. Sources, moreover, have to keep track of the right number of
nuglets to include in the packet. On the contrary, by using the Packet Trade
Model each packet is bought and not sold. Each relay node pay a certain
amount of nuglets to receive and relay and the destination is in charge of
paying the all amount of nuglets: in this way the source does not have to
keep track of the path, but it is not discouraged of flooding the network.

Game Theory

Game theory deals with problems in which there are several decision makers
and several objects. It has many application fields, such as:

. games;

. economics and commercial operation;

. politics coalition formulation;

. social policy making;
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. military application;

. robotic movement, path planning for robots;

. networking (wireless).

A game consist of:

. N players, also called decision makers;

. a set of decisions that each player takes also called strategies;

. players define their satisfaction: outcomes of strategy.

Players are assume to be rational: they try to maximize their payoff.
Games can be distinguish based on cooperation:

. non-cooperative games are games in which no agreements among play-
ers are possible;

. cooperative games allow pre-play communication to agree to a common
strategy.

Another classification is based on the dynamic:

. non-simultaneous games have a specific order of events;

. in simultaneous games decisions are made once for all.

Examples in wireless networks

Forwarder’s dilemma

Assume P1 and P2 want to send packets to R1, R2 respectively using the
other player as forwarder. Assumptions are:

. nodes are forced to use relays nodes;

. forwarding cost is c where c < 1;

. source’s gain for each delivery packet is 1.

R2 P1 P2 R1

Table describing states:
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P1/P2 Forward Reject

Forward (1-c,1-c) (-c,1)
Reject (1,-c) (0,0)

Properties:

. non zero sum game;

. symmetric;

. simultaneous, non cooperative, non repeated game.

Joint packet forwarder

A node wants to send a packet by using two forwarding nodes, P1 and P2.
Assumptions are:

. forwarding cost is c where c < 1;

. if players forward the packet they receive a reward equal to 1.

R P1 P2 D

Table describing states:

P1/P2 Forward Reject

Forward (1-c,1-c) (-c,0)
Reject (0,0) (0,0)

Properties:

. non zero sum game;

. non symmetric.
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Jamming game

P1 wants to transmit a packet and P2 tries to jam the transmission: two
channels are available. If player 1 transmits on the same channel of player
2, his transmission fails and P2 succeeds . Assumptions are:

. if player 1 succeeds, he gains 1 and P2 a reward equal to -1;

. if player 2 succeeds, he gains 1 and P1 a reward equal to -1.

Table describing states:

P1/P2 ch1 ch2

ch1 (-1,1) (1,-1)
ch2 (1,-1) (-1,1)

Property:

. zero sum game.

Nash Equilibrium

Rational players adopt individual optimal strategies to maximize their profit,
but optimality depends on all other player’s strategies. The optimal is local
to the single player. An optimal strategy is at least as good as all other
strategies for fixed strategies of other players: in Nash Equilibrium all play-
ers play in optimal conditions.

A Nash Equilibrium is a strategy profile composed by all mutual best
responses and it is not unique: it depends on initial strategies, but if it
exists, players strategies converge to it.

For example, in the Forwarder’s dilemma, the state (R,R) is a NE; in the
Joint Packet Forwarding, there are two NE: states (F,F) and (R,R) while
the Jamming game has no NE.

Dominant strategies

. A strict dominant strategy leads to achieve an higher pay-off indepen-
dently of other users’ strategies. In case of iterated strict dominance
the game solution is unique and it is a NE. For example, in the For-
warder’s dilemma, the final state is (R,R).

. A weakly dominant strategy does not give a gain every time and, if
it is iterated, the game solution may depend on the sequence adopted
to eliminate strategies. Example: the Joint Packet Forwarding has
solution (F,F).
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Pareto Optimal Strategies

When in a game there are more NE, to evaluate a good equilibrium (it is an
operational point), it is possible use Pareto optimality: this strategy says
that it is not possible improve a gain of a player by no hurting someone else.
In other words, a player increases his pay-off by decreasing the pay-off of
other players.

A state equilibrium could be Pareto but not NE: for example, in the
Forwarder’s Dilemma, the strategy (F,F) is Pareto, but not NE. On the
contrary, exist NE that are not Pareto optimal: in the Joint Packet For-
warding, for example, the two strategies (F,F) and (R,R) that are NE, are
not both Pareto optimal. Just the state (F,F) is.

Game Theory Approach (Srinivasan05)

Assuming that:

. nodes are classified by their average expected lifetime (rate of energy
consumption ρ);

. nodes are rational and self-interested;

. when a source emits packets, he has also to ask to intermediate node
to relay traffic: they can accept or reject;

. the cost to relay packet and the cost to emit packets are equal to ρ.

This is a non cooperative, simultaneous and repeated game. From the net-
work point of view, an optimal operating point is the one that maximize the
throughput, while from users perspective, a good operating point is the one
that leads to have fair Pareto for them-self.

Reducing the problem by considering just two nodes the optimal is given
by the operational point (ρ, ρ); in the picture:

An1

An2

(0, 2ρ)

(2ρ, 0)

(ρ, ρ)

where:

. An1 is the region describing the acceptance of node 1;

. An2 is the region describing the acceptance of node 2.
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Indeed, that point is optimal for the network and fair for users that are both
source and relay because spending half resources to help others and half to
transmit the network throughput is maximize. This strategy that leads to
achieve the optimal operating point is called tit-for-tat and it is a NE: users,
once reach it, do not deviate from this strategy.
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